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REVIEW
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ABSTRACT
Neurodegenerative diseases are characterized by the progressive functional loss of neurons in the
brain, causing cognitive impairment and motoneuron disability. Although multifactorial
interactions are evident, nutrition plays an essential role in the pathogenesis and evolution of
these diseases. A systematic literature search was performed, and the prevalence of studies
evaluated the effect of the Mediterranean diet (MeDiet), nutritional support, EPA and DHA, and
vitamins on memory and cognition impairment. The data showed that malnutrition and low
body mass index (BMI) is correlated with the higher development of dementia and mortality.
MeDiet, nutritional support, and calorie-controlled diets play a protective effect against cognitive
decline, Alzheimer’s disease (AD), Parkinson disease (PD) while malnutrition and insulin
resistance represent significant risk factors. Malnutrition activates also the gut-microbiota-brain
axis dysfunction that exacerbate neurogenerative process. Omega-3 and -6, and the vitamins
supplementation seem to be less effective in protecting neuron degeneration. Insulin activity is a
prevalent factor contributing to brain health while malnutrition correlated with the higher
development of dementia and mortality.
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Introduction

Neurodegenerative diseases are characterized by the loss
of the brain neurons activity, causing progressive impair-
ment of cognitive function. Neurodegenerative disorders
and dementia are increasing progressively with an inci-
dence of 17.2 million people worldwide. A 10–25%
reduction in risk factors could potentially prevent as
many as 1.1–3.0 million AD cases worldwide and
184,000–492,000 cases in the USA [1]. The role of epige-
netic factors in the development of neurodegenerative
disease has been largely investigated evidencing the rel-
evance of DNA and histone modifications and non-cod-
ing RNA in the etiology of these disorders [2].

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most frequent cause
of dementia that contributes for 70% to the world global
incidence of dementia is as high as 24 million and has
been predicted to quadruple by the year 2050 [3]. The
neuropathological characteristics of the AD show
diffuse extracellular amyloid plaques in the brain that
are frequently surrounded by dystrophic neurites and
intraneuronal neurofibrillary tangles [3]. The etiology
of the AD is not entirely understood, but likely seems
to be the result of both genetic and environmental fac-
tors. Aging is a determinant factor because the incidence

of the AD at 80 years is four-fold greater than at 70 and
nine-fold than 65 years [4]. Cardiometabolic risk factors
such as obesity, diabetes, hypertension, cardiovascular
diseases, smoking, low physical activity are involved in
the dementia process [4]. In Europe, data between
1994 and 2013 from the Eurostat and World Health
Organization database showed an increase for AD
deaths, especially in eastern and northern European
countries such as Slovakia, Lithuania, and Romania
and in the female population [5]. The prevalence of
AD is significantly lower in Asian populations compared
with western Europe, North America and Australia and a
prevalent genetic and prion disorder were found [6],
suggesting that nutrition can be involved in the neurode-
generative process [7]. In patients with AD, an alteration
in eating behavior of about 50%-60 [8] and a poor nutri-
tional condition of 18%-80% [9] was observed. Weight
loss is a consequence and seems to be associated with
cortical amyloid burden evident at the pre-clinical
stage [10]. Although the aging process has a determinant
role in the development of AD [11], genes, chronic
inflammation, mitochondrial, metabolic dysfunctions,
impaired insulin signaling, oxidative stress, as well as
metal ion dyshomeostasis synergistically work to
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promote AD. Sex differences in the incidence of neuro-
degenerative diseases are related to the sex hormones
effect on oxidative stress [12].

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is characterized by neuronal
degeneration due to a dopaminergic loss in the substan-
tia nigra. The preliminary dysfunction in PD appears as
motor neuron alteration, tremors, loss of muscular
strength, and subsequent cognitive decline and dementia
[13]. The dysfunction in PD may result from a reduction
in dopaminergic, cholinergic, and other non-dopamin-
ergic neurotransmitters, and structural deficiency,
including hippocampal and cortical atrophy, especially
of the posterior occipital cortices [14]. Dementia in PD
is particularly prevalent in advanced age, resulting in
high morbidity and mortality in approximately 80–90%
of cases. The pathogenetic mechanisms of PD are not
clearly explained, but recently, the insulin resistance
has been evidenced [15,16] suggesting a correlation
between the alteration of glucose metabolism with
neurodegeneration.

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [17], is charac-
terized by the motor neuron degeneration of the corti-
cospinal tract, brainstem, motoneuron of the spinal
cord, with consequent progressive muscle atrophy
and paralysis, and respiratory failure. Median survival
is of 2-4 years [18]. ALS has an incidence of approxi-
mately 3.9–8 per 100,000 individuals in the United
States (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC5370581/#R1) and an increase of 69% is expected
mainly in the developing nations [19]. ALS is a severe
disease because the medium survival changes from 20
to 48 months, and only 10–20% of patients survive
longer than ten years. ALS is a multifactorial interact-
ing agent, but a genetic origin is present in approxi-
mately 30% of familial ALS cases [20]. Genetic and
environmental factors may interact in the genesis of
ALS [21], but also viruses are receiving strong evidence
[22]. Motor neurons in ALS present metabolic altera-
tion at the mitochondria level with a change in lipid
oxidation, leading to increased glycolysis, showing
that metabolic intervention can represent a therapeutic
strategy [23]. Great interest is growing about the role
of nutrition in the pathogenesis and development of
ALS [24,25]. O’Reilly et al. [26] found that a lower pre-
morbid BMI was associated with an increased risk of
developing ALS compared to overweight and obese
and a higher BMI correlated with more prolonged sur-
vival [27]. However, weight loss in ALS patients is evi-
dent also when they had regular nutrition [28]. In ALS
the most suspected risk factors are sports activity,
chemical, smoking and diet [29]. ALS and frontotem-
poral dementia are different diseases with a similar
clinical and pathological condition [30].

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a disease of the central ner-
vous system (CNS) activated by an immune-mediated
inflammation process which causes demyelination and
subsequent axonal damage with invaliding evolution
due to the loss of motor and sensory function [31]. MS
shows a broad clinical aspects varying from loss of vision,
neuromuscular disorder, paraplegia, spasticity that can
appear in various part of the body and is more frequent
in young adults. There are two prevalent forms of clinical
aspects: the relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS) in 85% of
cases and the primary progressive MS (PPMS) [32].
The prevalence of MS has a geographic distribution
with the highest incidence in developed countries, par-
ticularly in the Orkney Islands, Scotland (250 per 100
000), in Norway (208 per 100 000) wherein the last 8-9
decades has increased of 10-fold [33]; followed by
Hungary, Slovenia, Germany, USA, Canada and Czech
Republic (130 per 100 000). MS is rare in Japan (2 per
100 000) and is almost unknown in India [34]. Several
animal and human studies have shown that CD4+ T
helper 17 (Th17) cells and their downstream pathways
are implicated in the pathogenesis of MS and neuromye-
litis optica [35]. Many environmental factors are
involved in modulating the activity of Th17 pathways,
so as the alteration in the diet (Western diet), low vita-
min D, exposure to infections, and other factors can
potentially change the risk of development of autoimmu-
nity. The pathogenesis of Ms a complex multifactorial
interaction not yet elucidated, but genetic and epigenetic
factors in the pathogenesis of this disorder are involved.
However, genetic susceptibility cannot explain this auto-
immune disease alone [36].

The geographical distribution and the effect of
migration on MS incidence (patients migrated from a
Country with high frequency to another with low
impact before the age of 15 years had a reduced risk
of MS) support the nutritional role as a risk factor
more than infections or environmental factors [37].
However, systematic reviews found that dietary inter-
vention had no apparent beneficial effect in patients
with MS [38,39]. Other risk factors, such as vitamin D
and smoking, might have involved in the development
of MS incidence and further investigations are needed
to increase survival in MS.[33]

Huntington’s disease (HD) is s a progressive brain
disorder caused by the expansion of a CAG (trinucleo-
tide cytosine-adenine-guanine) repeat in the huntingtin
gene. This mutation results in the production of the
polyglutamine-expanded huntingtin protein (mHtt),
leading to involuntary choreiform movements, cognitive
impairment, and neuropsychiatric symptoms one of the
most devastating genetic neurodegenerative disorders
with no valid medical therapy [40]. The exact
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mechanism of the disease progression has not been elu-
cidated. mHtt causes transcriptional dysregulation,
which can lead to neuronal cell death in the brain [41].
Many defects in mitochondria have been observed in
various HD mouse models [42], cell models, and
patients, and the striatum is the brain region that is par-
ticularly vulnerable to mitochondrial impairment [43].
Alteration of energy metabolism may be involved in
the pathogenesis of HD. It was shown that HD patients
with a higher BMI have a slower progression of the dis-
ease [44].

The common histopathologic feature of the AD, PD,
and HC is characterized by the loss of neurons and the
accumulation of disease-specific aberrant proteins. As
prevalent pathogenetic factor has been proposed oxi-
dative stress, mitochondrial dysfunction, and impaired
autophagy systems to cleave modified denatured pro-
teins [45,46]. The oxidative stress has been considered
as the primary role in the pathogenesis of AD, PD, and
HD and metabolic and mitochondrial improvement
can be protective against these diseases [47]. Interest-
ingly, a recent meta-analysis by Liang et al. [48] showed
that natural therapy, such as physical exercise or cogni-
tive training, might have a better effect than pharmaco-
logic therapies in the treatment of AD. This study aims
to evaluate the impact of nutrition on the development
of neurodegenerative diseases.

Methods

In this systematic review, the PRISMA guidelines have
been followed [49]. The literature search was performed
using Medline, EMBASE, and the Cochrane Central Reg-
ister of Controlled Trials. Additional studies were ident-
ified through a crossroad of the bibliography. A
combination of the following keywords was used: ‘nutri-
tion’ and ‘diet’ with ‘neurodegenerative diseases,’ ‘Alz-
heimer’s disease,’ ‘amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,’ and
‘Parkinson’s disease,’ ‘Huntington disease,’ and ‘multiple
sclerosis.’ Search term included a randomized controlled
clinical trial, and double-blind method. In this systematic
review have been included studies published from 2000
until now. The inclusion criteria were: studies which
described the diet intervention, the adherence to the diet-
ary pattern, the evaluation of food intake, and the
method of assessment of cognitive impairment. Studies
including exercise activity, medical and nutraceutical
formulations supplementation were excluded. Uncom-
pleted studies that did not evaluate the mental impair-
ment, or without a control group have also been
banned. The research method is represented in the
flowchart (Figure 1).

Results

We retrieved 546 articles, 79 have been selected after
removal of duplicate and of the items that did not reach
the criteria of low risk of bias. The studies were divided
into four groups: twenty-eight on the effect of nutrition,
eighteen of supplements, sixteen of polyunsaturated fat
and thirteen of vitamins on neurodegenerative disease,
Large differences between the duration of the studies,
(varying from 3 weeks [50] until 14 years [51]) and the
number of patients involved in the study, from 24 [52]
until 185.000 [53], has been observed. The age of patients
varied widely from 49.4 [53] until 86.9 years [54]. We
found twenty-eight studies investigated the correlation
between nutrition and neurodegenerative diseases
[53,55–81], which are reported in Table 1. Prevalence of
the studies investigated the effect of the Mediterranean
diet (MeDiet) on cognitive impairment and the pro-
gression of AD while other evaluated the effect of antiox-
idant nutrients of the food on ALS [56], and in HD [66].
The majority of these studies found a beneficial effect of
MeDiet improving cognitive impairment in the general
population and in AD incidence, and a reduced mortality
rate. Collectively, ten cohort studies, including 37,263
participants [57,60,63,69,70,74–77,79], three double-
blind, randomized clinical trials [62,67,78], and some
observational studies [55,64,80] showed that a high
adherence to the MeDiet had a protective effect on the
cognitive decline and AD progression over time.

Interestingly, some researchers evaluated the effect of
nutrition on brain structures volume and function. Gu
et al. [75] in a community-based study of 674 elderly
with amean age of 80.1 years, evaluated the brain volume,
total gray and whitematter volume and the cortical thick-
ness by high-resolution magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI). They found a correlation between low adherence
to MeDiet and reduced volume of the brain structures
investigated. Likewise, Mosconi et al. [64] in 54 healthy
subjects, examined the brain regions of AD and cognitive
control by MRI, showed that low adherence to MeDiet
correlated with the atrophy of these zones. Bertiet al.
[55] found that low adherence to MeDiet was associated
with amyloid-β and neurodegeneration estimated by
positron emission tomography (PET) and MRI.

Only a few studies did not find any positive impact of
MeDiet on the cognitive decline [68,71–73]. Rotstain
et al. [53] did not observe in a large population of
women, slightly association between the diet quality
and the risk of developing MS. Vercambre et al. [73]
and Samieri et al. [71] investigated healthy professional
women, highly educated, who underwent a telephone
cognitive battery tests of global cognition, verbal mem-
ory, and nutritional habit with food frequency
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questionnaire. They did not find any positive effect of
MeDiet on cognitive function. However, the professional
and education level does not represent the usual stan-
dard in a healthy population, and telephone investigation
represents a significant limiting factor. Kesse-Guyot et al.
[68] observed the association of MeDiet and cognitive
performance in a large community of 3083 subjects for
13 years, and they did not find a beneficial effect of MeD-
iet. Cherbuin et al. [72] conducted an extensive longi-
tudinal investigation 1528 healthy people, with a
medium age of 62.5 years, and no protection of MeDiet
on cognitive function was found. These data underline
that the accuracy of the methodology of investigation
is critical to obtain significant and coherent results.

Eighteen studies evaluated the effect of nutritional sup-
port on neurodegenerative diseases [50,82–98] and are
summarized in Table 2. It was shown that dietary sup-
plementation and education on food intake had a positive
impact on quality of life and cognitive function in patients
with AD [50,84,85,87,88,96–98], an improvement in

movement disorders in PD [82,88], and a reduction in
disability scale in MS [83], also in ALS [56]. Conversely,
several studies did not find any positive effect on reducing
cognitive decline in patients with AD and HD
[86,91,94,98,99]. Despite a nutritional supplementation
improved body composition and reduce morbidity and
mortality [96] had no positive influence on cognition
[93,95]. However, the type of nutritional support changed
significantly.Most studies supplemented the dietary habit
of patients increasing food intake. Others, supplemented
with protein (30 gr/day) [85], active drink [98], probiotic
milk (200ml/day) [84], nutraceutical formulation (folate,
tocopherol, Vit. B12, adenosyl methioinine, N-acetyl
cysteine, acetyl-L-carnitine) [52], and probiotics (sel-
enium 200 mg plus Lactobacillus acidophilus, Bifidobac-
terium bifidum, and Bifidobacterium longum) [82]. A
higher protein intake improved time reaction, but not
cognitive performance [85].

However, in some studies that showed clinical
improvement after nutritional supplementation, the

Figure 1. Flow chart showing the methodology of selection of the articles.
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risk of bias exists. For example, Tamtaj et al. [100] who
found clinical benefit in patients with PD after three
months of supplementation, the most evident variation
in blood parameters was glucose and insulin improve-
ment while no data about calorie ingestion and changes
in body weight were given. So, it is possible to argue that
the clinical outcome could be related more to the nutri-
tional changes rather than supplements.

Polyunsaturated fatty acids (PuFa)

Among the retrieved article, seventeen investigated the
effect of eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and docosahexae-
noic acid (DHA) on cognitive function presented more
controversial results [54,101–115] and summarized in
Table 3. All studies were randomized, double-blind, pla-
cebo-controlled trials, and the duration varied from
three months until five years. Most studies showed no
beneficial effect of eicosapentaenoic (EPA) and docosa-
hexaenoic acid (DHA) administration on dementia and
cognitive decline also over three years in elderly people
with memory complaints [101]. Some studies found a
significant improvement in cognition and memory in
healthy [105,111] and AD patients after supplementation
with EPA and DHA [103,106].

Jerneren et al. [116] showed that the beneficial effect
of omega-3 fatty acids on brain atrophy might be
confined to subjects with physiological B vitamin status,
underlining the importance of identifying subgroups
likely to benefit in clinical outcomes [105,116] to reduce
the amount of the amyloid-β-induced toxicity [117].
However, Yip et al. [118] found that EPA administration
at high doses (300 mg/kg/day) showed a significant
increase in a highly toxic product (4-hydroxy-2-hexenal)
derived from the oxidation of omega-3 fatty acids caus-
ing a detrimental effect in ALS patients [119].

Vitamins

Thirteen studies investigated the effect of vitamins sup-
plementation on cognitive performance and dementia
[51,86,116,119–128] and summarized in Table 4. Most
of the studies showed no effect of vitamins and mineral
supplementation on cognitive function and AD pro-
gression. A few found that a high-dose of B vitamin sup-
plementation was beneficial in patients with cognitive
dysfunction [52,116,123,126,128]. Ascherio et al. [128]
in a large population study found that vitamin E sup-
plementation lowered the risk of ALS, but not among
the user of other vitamins. A recent meta-analysis
confirmed that vitamin E seems to have also some ben-
eficial effect in preventing AD [129]. However, other
studies did not find any positive impact mediated by

vitamins supplementation on cognitive function
[51,119,122,124,125]. A double-blind, randomized clini-
cal trial conducted for six years on a population of 7540
men, at least 60 years old, found that the supplemen-
tation with vitamin E, selenium, had no beneficial
effect on an AD prevention [122]. However, vitamin E
may be detrimental when not effective in preventing oxi-
dative stress [130]. Although in patients with AD, a low
plasma level of vitamin C was found [131], but the ben-
eficial effect of vitamin C administration in the preven-
tion and treatment of AD is still lacking [51]. Folic
acid in patients with AD caused a reduction of inflam-
matory markers (IL-6, TNF-α) and a slight cognitive
improvement [123]. Vitamin B6 and B12 supplemen-
tation did not show any effect on slowing cognitive
decline in individuals with mild to moderate AD
[119,127] while found a positive impact of vitamins
administration (vitamin C, vitamin E) [52] on cognitive
maintenance. Chandra et al. [132] found significant cog-
nitive improvement after one year of vitamins and trace
elements, but the study received various arguments
about the application of the mental test. The efficacy of
vitamins supplementation remains to be demonstrated,
though they can have some positive influence on the pro-
gression of cognitive impairment and AD, their impact
seems related to other metabolic condition.

Carlson et al. [133] showed that Ginkgo-biloba
administration in seventy-eight subjects for four months
had no positive effect on cognitive impairment.

Limiting factors in the studies

In epidemiologic studies, the dietary assessment by the
FFQ (food frequency Questionnaire) can represent a
source of bias depending on the modality to collect
the data, mediated by the interviewer or self-adminis-
tered and via a phone call evidencing some discrepan-
cies [134]. The duration of observation is utmost
important.

Discussion

Effect of nutrition on neurodegeneration

The overall number of studies showed that high adher-
ence to MeDiet is associated with a reduced risk of devel-
oping mild cognitive impairment and AD. The
characteristic of MeDiet is expressed by the abundance
of fruit and vegetables, unrefined carbohydrates as
bread and pasta, cereals and potatoes, fish, olive oil,
red wine, and reduced fat intake. The beneficial effects
of MeDiet against the risk of the AD and cognitive
decline are related to the quality and the quantity of
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Table 1. Effect of nutrition on neurodegenerative diseases.

Authors N. pat. Age Study Diet
Duration
(years) Comments

Rosestain, 2018
[53]

185,000 women
Nurses health
Study

49.4 Follow-up AHEI-2010
aMED
DASH
(FFQ)

4 None of the dietary indices was correlated
with the risk of developing MS among
women.

Berti, 2018 [55] 70 cognitive
normal

30-
60

Follow-up MeDiet 3 Lower MeDiet adherence was associated
with progressive AD abnormalities
evaluated with brain imaging study.

Nieves, 2016 [56] 302 ALS 63.2 Cross sectional
study

Nutrient intake, measured by
the Block Food Frequency
Questionnaire (Kcal 1740)

5 Higher intake of antioxidants, carotenes,
fruits, and vegetables correlated with
higher ALS function.

Anastasiou, 2017
[57]

1865 (41%M)
dementia

73 Longitudinal
studies

MeDiet
Kcal 1782
CHO = 39% P = 14% L =
47%

1.4 MeDiet Score was associated with a 10%
decrease in dementia. Fish negatively and
cereal positive correlated with mental
performance.

Knight, 2016 [58] 137 healthy 72.1 randomised
controlled trial

MeDiet compared to
habitual diet

1.5 No evidence of a beneficial effect of a
MeDiet on cognitive function.

Gu, 2015 [75] 674 without
dementia

80.1 cross-sectional
study

MeDiet adherence __ Total brain volume (TBV), total gray matter
volume (TGMV), total white matter volume
(TWMV), mean cortical thickness evaluated
with RMI showed that MeDi adherence
was associated with less brain atrophy,

Olsson, 2015 [59] 1138 M cognitive
normal

71 Longitudinal
Studies

FFQ 7 days 12 No strong associations with development of
cognitive dysfunction for any of the
dietary patterns investigated.

Qin, 2015 [60] 1650 community
dwellers

63.6 Prospective
Studies

24-hour recalls over 3 days. 5.3 MeDiet reduce the rate of cognitive decline.

Trichopoulou,
2015 [61]

401 healthy 74 Prospective
Studies

MeDiet adherence (FFQ) 6.6 MeDiet highly protected against cognitive
decline.

Valls-Pedret,
2015 [62]

447 cognitive
normal

68.2 Randomized
Controlled
Trial

MeDiet+ extra virgin olive
oil + nuts (30gr/day)
Control

4.1 MeDiet supplemented with olive oil or nuts
was associated with improved cognitive
function.

Zbeida, 2014 [63] 4577 NHANES 71.1 Prospective
Studies

MeDiet adherence (FFQ) 1 MeDiet was associated with better physical
efficiency, attenuated on cognitive
function.

Mosconi, 2014
[64]

52 cognitive
normal

54 Cross-Sectional
Studies

MeDiet adherence (FFQ) ___ Lower adherence to the MedDiet had
cortical thinning in the same brain regions
as clinical AD patients with MRI measures.

Ozawa, 2013 [65] 1006 cognitive
normal

60-
79

Prospective
Studies

SFFQ 15 Reduced risk of dementia associated with
the higher intake of soybean, vegetables,
milk, and lower intake of rice.

Marder, 2013 [66] 211 subjects with
an expanded
CAG repeat.

44.1 Prospective
Studies

MeDiet kcal 1847-1785 3.4 Diet and high energy intake in premanifest
HD may delay the onset of HD.

Martinez-
Lapiscina, 2013
[67]

522 High vascular
risk

74.6 Double-blind
Randomised
trials

MeDiet supplemented with
olive oil

6.5 MeDiet improved cognition compared with
a low-fat diet.

Kesse-Guyot,
2013 [68]

3083 healthy
(1655 M)

52 Randomized
Controlled
Trial

Med Diet adherence (FFQ) 13 No beneficial effect of MeDiet adherence on
cognitive function, irrespective of
educational level, which is the strongest
indicator of cognitive reserve.

Ye, 2013 [69] 1269 cognitive
normal

57.3 Prospective
Studies

MeDiet adherence (FFQ) 1 MeDiet was associated with higher mental
performance.

Wengreen, 2013
[79]

3831 (M and W) 74 Prospective
Studies

MeDiet nutrient component
rank scores were summed

10.6 MeDiet was associated with consistently
higher levels of cognitive function in
elderly men and women.

Tsivgoulis, 2013
[70]

17.478 cognitive
normal

64.4 Prospective
Studies

SFFQ 4 Higher adherence to MeDiet was associated
with a lower cognitive impairment.

Samieri, 2013
[71]

6147 W cognitive
normal

72 Follow-Up
Studies

MeDiet adherence (FFQ) 5 No association between MeDiet with
cognitive decline.

Cherbuin, 2012
[72]

1528 cognitive
normal

62.5 Prospective
Studies

MeDiet (FFQ) 4 Adherence to MeDiet was not protective
against cognitive decline but excessive
caloric intake, and fat intake.

Gardener, 2012
[80]

149 AD
98 MCI
723 HD

77.5
76
69.9

Cross Sectional
Studies

MeDiet Kcal 1702
Kcal 1710
Kcal 1691

1.5 AD and MCI participants had a lower
adherence to the MeDiet than HD
participants.

Vercambre, 2012
[73]

2505 WACS 72.5 Prospective
Studies

MeDiet adherence 5.4 No cognitive change in women with high
CVD risk was associated with MedDiet
adherence.

75.4 7.6

(Continued )
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food with a consequent reduction in insulin resistance
and AD risk [135]. The best results emerged in trials
with controlled calorie intake [57,62,70,77,78,136]. The
best clinical improvement was found in patients who fol-
lowed a MeDiet regimen with low energy, low CHO, and
high fat intake, as shown by Anastasiou et al. [57] with a
diet of Kcal 1782, CHO intake of 39%, proteins of 14%,
and fat of 47%. In Scarmeas et al. studies [77,78] the diets
had Kcal 1425 and 1466 respectively, and in others
[66,80] the caloric intake was about Kcal 1700 and
1800. The MedDiet in these studies also meets the cri-
teria of macronutrient composition and energy require-
ment that can change the metabolic condition at the
brain level with low CHO and high fat intake that can
explain the cognitive benefits through the reduction of
insulin level, not observed in another study.

In Dementia-free Framingham Heart Study, partici-
pants had been measured for pro-inflammatory bio-
markers and were followed up prospectively for the
development of AD and all-cause dementia. Over a
mean follow-up period of 13 years, 159 persons devel-
oped dementia (including 125 with AD). After adjust-
ment for other risk factors, only adiponectin in women
was associated with an increased risk of all-cause demen-
tia [137]. Considering that various studies had a low-
quality score, it remains uncertain if the effect of MeDiet
were more related to the type of nutrients or the
reduction of calorie intake. A recent meta-analysis
demonstrated that the MeDiet score had a linear
relationship with the incidence of cognitive impairment
and the median score level was not correlated with any
benefit [138] while another did not reach specific date
about the effect of MeDiet on neurodegenerative diseases
[139]. However, MeDiet studies may have some bias due

to the different score used for MeDit calculation and the
application of the FFQ (food frequency questionnaire).
In particular, the FFQ is an interview method which
can include bias depending on the modality if self-admi-
nistered or conducted by a trained interviewer [134].
Better results are guaranteed when performed by a
trained interviewer and via face to face than via a
phone call. In patients with low adherence to MeDiet,
it was documented by MRI brain image a progressive
increase of AD biomarkers [55] and a cortical thinning
similar to that observed in AD patients [64].

Further prospective-cohort studies with longer follow-
up and randomized controlled trials are warranted [139].

Nutritional support in neurodegenerative
diseases

Undernutrition and losing weight in patients with cogni-
tive impairment are the most harmful effect on brain
function and mortality, worsening the neurodegenera-
tive process. Hanson [140] showed that weight loss is a
predictor of death in advanced dementia The most com-
mon date emerged is that malnutrition and low BMI cor-
related with the higher development of dementia and
mortality, showing that nutrition is involved in the neu-
rodegenerative process [7]. Ticinesi et al. [141] found
that enteral nutrition in patients with dementia increased
the risk of mortality compared to oral feeding (70% vs.
40%) and should be discouraged, probably because it
does not support the minimum nutritional need. In
underweight patients affected by PD, malnutrition is cor-
related with a more inferior quality of life [88,141]. A
decrease in BMI in PD patients is a predictor of cognitive
decline [142], of future dementia, and nutritional

Table 1. Continued.

Authors N. pat. Age Study Diet
Duration
(years) Comments

Tangney, 2011
[74]

3790
(2280 blaks)
(1510 whites)

Prospective
Studies

DASH and MeDiet score
adherence

The MeDiet pattern may reduce the rate of
cognitive decline with older age.

Gu, 2010 [81] 1219 non-
demented
(66% W)

76.7 Cross-Sectional
Studies

MeDiet SFFQ 4 Adherence to MeDiet and lower risk of AD
did not seem to be mediated by hsCRP,
fasting insulin, or adiponectin.

Feart, 2009 [76] 1410 not
demented

75.9 Prospective
studies

MeDiet adherence (FFQ) 5 Higher adherence to MeDiet was associated
with slower cognitive decline evaluated
with MMSE, but not consistently with
other cognitive tests.

Scarmeas, 2009
[77]

1393 Normal
482 MCI

76.7
77.5

Cohort Studies MeDiet Kcal 1425 4,5 High adherence to MeDiet was associated
with a reduced risk of mild cognitive
impairment and AD.

Scarmeas, 2007
[78]

192
AD

82.9 Prospective
studies

MeDiet Kcal 1466 1.5 Higher adherence to the MeDiet is
associated with lower mortality in AD.

M = men; W = women; AD = Alzheimer’s disease; PD = Parkinson’s disease; Souvenaid = multinutrient drink; CRP = C reactive protein; SFFQ = semiquantitative
food frequency questionnaires; FFQ = food frequency questionnaire; AHEI-2010 = Alternative Healthy Eating Index-2010; aMED = Alternate Mediterranean
Diet (aMED) index; DASH = Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension; MMSE = Mini-Mental State Examination; WACS = Women’s Antioxidant Cardiovascular
Study
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Table 2. Effect of nutritional supplements on neurodegenerative diseases.
Authors Patients Age Study Supplements Duration Clinical outcomes

Tamtaij, 2018 [82] 60 PD 68.2 RDBCL selenium (200 mug/day) plus probiotic (Lactobacillus acidophilus,
Bifidobacterium bifidum, and Bifidobacterium longum)

3 months Significant reduction in insulin and CRP level and improvement
in MDS-UPDRS

Soininen, 2017 [98] 311 prodromal AD 71 RDBCL active product (125 mL once-a-day drink Souvenaid) * 51 months Multinutrient intervention had no significant effect on
neuropsychological test.

Kouchaki, 2017 [83] 60 MS 34.4 RCT Probiotic (Lactobacillus acidophilus, Lactobacillus casei, Bifidobacterium
bifidum and Lactobacillus fermentum)

12 weeks Improvement in EDSS and depression; reduction in insulin and
CRP level.

Akbari, 2016 [84] 60 AD 77.6 RDBCL 200 ml/day probiotic milk * 12 weeks significant improvement in the MMSE, no effect on inflammatory
markers

Van der Zwaluw,
2014 [85]

65 frail or pre frail 79 RCT Protein 30 gr/day 24 weeks Protein supplementation improved reaction time

Remington, 2016
[86]

34 mild cognitive
impairment

78.4 RCT nutraceutical formulation (folate, alpha-tocopherol, B12, S-adenosyl
methioinine, N-acetyl cysteine, acetyl-L-carnitine)

6 months Improvement of cognition with the Dementia Rating Scale

Suominen, 2015 [87] 78 AD 74,7 RCT < 1.2 g/bodyweight 12 months Improves nutrition and HRQoL, and may prevent falls among
AD people.

Sheard, 2014 [88] 125 PD 70 RCT Nutrition assessment by FFQ 12 weeks In malnourished PD dietetic intervention improved quality of life.
Kwok, 2013 [89] 429

Not demented
83 RCT Dietary support (menu changes or advice) 5 years Dietary intervention did not reduce significantly cognitive

decline.
Jyvakorpi, 2012 [90] 102 AD >65 RCT Tailored nutritional care 1 year Tailored nutritional care is beneficial to home-dwelling AD

patients.
Salvà, 2011 [99] 946 AD (293

completed)
68 RCT Diet training intervention 12 months NutriAlz program had no effect on functional decline in

Alzheimer disease patients.
Pivi, 2011 [91] 90 probable AD 65 RCT Nutritional supplementation. 6 months Nutritional supplementation improves cognitive function
Salas-Salvado, 2005
[93]

53 AD 72 RCT Lyophilized foods and nutritional advice 3 months Positive impact on nutritional status, body weight increased, no
improvement in cognitive function.

Trejo, 2005 [94] 30 Hugtington disease 46 RCT extra 473 kcal 3 months No changes in body mass index. Neurologic evaluation did not
change significantly.

Young, 2004 [50] 34 probable
AD

69 RCT Nutrition supplements 3 weeks BMI increased, less aberrant motor problems, less mental
disorganization, and increased attention.

Lauque, 2004 [95] 91 AD ≥65 RCT Nutritional supplements 3 months A significant increase in weight and fat-free mass, but no changes
in cognitive function.

Gil Gregorio, 2003
[96]

99 AD 86.5 RCT Nutritional supplements 12 months Nutritional supplements applied to a group of patients with AD
living in nursing-homes can reduce morbidity and mortality.

Riviere, 2001 [97] 151 AD 71 RCT Nutritional intervention 12 months Nutritional educational program in AD patients could have
a positive effect on patients’ weight and cognitive function.

MDS-UPDRS=Movement Disorders Society-Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale; EDSS = Expanded disability status scale; MMSE= Mini-mental state examination; RCT=randomized controlled trial; RDBCL=randomized,
double-blind, and controlled clinical trial

*Lactobacillus acidophilus, Lactobacillus casei, Bifidobacterium bifidum, and Lactobacillus fermentum
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Table 3. Effect of EPA and DHA supplementation on cognitive impairment.
Authors Patients Age Study Supplementation Duration Clinical outcomes

Baleztena, 2018
[54]

99 elderly
CI and MCI

86.9 RCT DHA 250 mg, EPA 40 mg, vitamin E 5 mg, phosphatidylserine 15 mg,
tryptophan 95 mg, vitamin B 12 5 μg, folate 250 μg and ginkgo
biloba 60 mg

1 year No improvement in the global cognitive function in elderly people
without CI or with MCI.

Andrieu, 2017
[101]

1680
Cognitive normal

70 RCT 800 mg docosahexaenoic acid and 225 mg eicosapentaenoic acid), 3 years No significant effects of polyunsaturated fatty acids on cognitive
decline.

Mazereeuw,
2016 [102]

92 cognitive healthy 61.7 RCT n-3 PUFA (1.9 gr/day) 3 months No improvement of depressive and cognitive symptoms.

Zhang, 2016
[103]

240
Mild cognitive
impairment

65 RCT DHA 2g/day 1 year Significantly improvement in cognitive function and slow the
progression of hippocampal atrophy.

Jackson, 2016
[104]

86 cognitive healthy 50-
70

RCT Fish oil (DHA 896 mg, EPA 128 mg)
Ephalex Active 50 + 2 gr DHA-fish oil + phosphatidylserine mg 88
+ Ginko Biloba mg 240 + mg 1 folic acid + vitamin B12 mg 24.

6 months No effect of either active treatment was found for any of the
oxygenated hemoglobin [1]Near Infrared Spectroscopy measures or
on the cognitive performance.

Kulzow, 2016
[105]

44 cognitive healthy 59.6 RCT n-3 PUFA 2.2 gr/day 6.5 months Positive effects on memory functions in healthy older adults.

Eriksdotter, 2016
[106]

174 AD 74 RCT 2.3 g omega-3 FA 6 months Significative improvement of cognitive impairment with a
dose-response relationship.

Chew, 2015 [107] 3073 risk of mavular
degenration. Cognitive
healthy

72.7 RCT n-3 PUFA 1 gr and/or lutein (10 mg)/zeaxanthin (2 mg). 5 years No cognitive improvement

Phillips, 2015
[108]

57 cognitive impairment
19 AD

71.1 RCT EPA mg. 600 +
DHA mg. 625/day

4 months No significant effect on cognitive impairment and dementia

Jeremka, 2014
[110]

138 cognitive healthy 51 RCT 1.25 gr/day n-3PUFA
2.50 gr/day n-3 PUFA
placebo

4 months Attenuation of loneliness-related verbal episodic memory declines over
time.

Witte, 2014 [111] 65 cognitive healthy 63.9 RCT n-3 PUFA (1320 mg EPA + 880 mg DHA)
placebo

6.5 months Improvement of cognitive performance, structural neuroimaging,
vascular markers.

Mahmoudi, 2014
[112]

199 normal or moderate
cognition impairment

>65 RCT 180 mg of DHA + 120 mg. of EPA 6 months No cognitive improvement.

Geleijnse, 2012
[109]

2911 CD, cognitive healthy 60-
80

RCT EPA-DHA, 2 g/d 40 months No effect of dietary doses of n-3 fatty acids on global cognitive decline.

Yurko-Mauro,
2010 [113]

485 healthy ≥55 RCT 900 mg/d of DHA 6 months Improved learning and memory function with DHA.

van de Rest,
2008 [114]

302 cognitive helthy 70 RCT 1,800 mg/d EPA-DHA, 400 mg/d EPA-DHA, 6.5 months No effect of EPA and DHA supplementation on cognitive performance.

Freund-Levi,
2006 [115]

204 AD 74 RCT DHA 1.7 g/day
EPA 0.6 g/day

6 months No effect on the delay of cognitive decline.

EPA = eicosapentaenoic acid; DHA = docosahexaenoic acid; CI = cognitive impairment; MCI = mild cognitive impairment; CD = coronary disease; RCT = randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled.
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intervention is essential to prevent a faster cognitive
decline in these patients [143]. The catabolic condition,
as observed in the state of energy deficit, is harmful in
patients with mild cognitive impairment or AD, causing
a disease of cerebral starvation, also known as Type III
diabetes [144].

In patients with mild cognitive impairment, a low
BMI is correlated with an increased risk for AD pro-
gression [145,146] and this correlation is more evident
in female, elderly and hypertensive subjects [147]. Fur-
thermore, obesity and diabetes are associated with the
development of AD [148]. This controversial result can
be explained by the biological activity of insulin, deficient
level in undernourished, and insulin-resistant in obese
subjects, evidencing the critical role of insulin activity
on brain function.

Ozawa et al. [65] in a prospective study conducted on
a large population found that a reduced amount of rising
and an increased vegetal and soybean intake was associ-
ated with a less incidence of dementia in the general
population. However, in this study, no information was
given about weight changes and metabolic parameter,
and we cannot assume if the benefits induced by nutri-
tion were correlated with the quality of diet or with
reduced carbohydrates intake.

Marder et al. [66] in a prospective cohort study con-
ducted on 1001 patients with HD controlled for nine
months, found that MeDiet was not associated with

motor symptoms onset. However, a higher food intake
doubled the risk, probably due to a lower urate level,
which is associated with a faster progression of motor
symptoms in HD patients. Studies of diet and energy
expenditure are necessary for premanifest HD to detect
the specific macronutrients that may delay the onset
and progression of is HD.

In patients with ALS, there a progressive decline of
respiration, dysphagia, and consequent weight loss so
that in some cases, gastrostomy feeding tubes can be
useful [149]. Nutritional status, as assessed by the
decrease in BMI, was negatively associated with disease
severity using the ALSFRS-R (ALS Functional Rating
Scale-Revised). The study suggested that the intake of
nutrients decreases with disease progression in ALS
patients [150]. A cross-sectional study conducted on a
large population, the Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis
Multicenter Cohort Study followed for 18 months,
found that antioxidant intake with nutrient, fruit, and
vegetables evaluated with a food questionnaire deter-
mined an improvement in physical and respiratory
function [56]. Probiotics assumption had favorable
effects on parameters of mental health, inflammatory
markers, and insulin resistance, [83] in MS and AD
[84] showing the involvement of gut microbiota in neu-
rodegenerative diseases. Low-fat diets and antioxidant
supplements may be used as complementary therapies
for the treatment of MS [151].

Table 4. Effect of vitamins supplementation on neurodegenerative diseases.
Authors Patients Age Vitamin supplementation duration Clinical outcomes

Liu, 2018 [120] 7781 Europen
descendent
individuals

45 AD genome associated with vit. E ___ No significant association between vitamin E
and AD.

Hiller, 2018 [121] 51 PD 66.5 Vitamin D 10,000 IU/day 4 months No significative improvement in PD patients
measured by the Sensory Organization Test.

Kryscio, 2017
[122]

7540 M 67.5 Vitamin E, Vit. E + Selenium, placebo 6 years No effect of antioxidant and vitamin E
supplementation to prevented dementia.

Kwok, 2017 [119] 271 diabetic non
demented

70 methylcobalamin 1000 µg 27 months Vitamin B12 supplementation did not prevent
cognitive decline in older diabetic patients.

Remington, 2016
[52]

24 AD 75 Folate, alpha-tocopherol, B12, S-adenosyl
methioinine, N-acetyl cysteine, acetyl-L-
carnitine

1 year Improvement in cognitive performance.

Chen, 2016 [123] 121 AD ≥60 Folic acid (1.25 mg/d) 6 months Folic acid is beneficial in patients with AD with
a slight improvement in mental test.

Dangour, 2015
[124]

201 older with low
vit. B12

80 Vitamin B12 mg 1 11 year No effects on peripheral nerve and cognitive
function.

Jerneren, 2015
[116]

168 mild cognitive
impairment

70 High-dose B vitamin supplementation (folic
acid, 0.8 mg; vitamin B-6, 20 mg; vitamin
B-12, 0.5 mg)

2 years Vitamin B treatment is effective on reducing
brain atrophy in subjects with high plasma
omega-3 fatty acids.

Van der Zwaluw,
2014 [125]

2919 older with Hcy 74,1 Folic acid µg 400 and
Vitamin B12 µg 500

2 years No beneficial effect on cognitive function.

Dysken, 2014
[126]

613 mild to
moderate AD

65 Vitamin E 2 gr/day 5.2 months Alpha tocopherol slowed functional decline in
mild to moderate AD.

Aisen, 2008 [127] 340 AD and mild AD 75.7 5 mg/d of folate, 25 mg/d of vitamin B(6),
1 mg/d of vitamin B12

3.5 years High-dose B vitamin supplements does not
slow cognitive decline in individuals with
mild to moderate AD.

Fillenburn, 2005
[51]

616 non-demented 73 Vitamin C and/or Vitamin E 14 years Vitamins C and/or E did not delay the incidence
of dementia or AD.

Ascherio, 2005
[128]

957.740 healthy 64.2 Vitamin E 10 years Regular use of vitamin E supplements was
associated with a lower risk of dying of ALS.

Hcy = homocisteine.
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In conclusion, the advantage of MedDiet in reducing
the decline of cognitive function and memory could be
related to the high polyphenols and antioxidant and
low-fat content in the nutritional habit. Furthermore, a
limited energy diet also contributes to improving insulin
activity that is an essential regulator of the neuron
function.

With a dose-response relationship [106]. Burckhardt
et al. [152] in a recent meta-analysis did not find any posi-
tive evidence about the efficacy of omega-3 PUFA sup-
plements in the treatment of mild to the moderate AD
[54]. The effectiveness of PUFA administration on cogni-
tive impairment and AD remains to be proved, and the
efficiency found in some studies can be correlated with
other metabolic components.

Possible mechanisms of action.

Polyphenols
Polyphenols have been demonstrated to be responsible
for the anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties of
potentially functional foods. Polyphenolic compounds
included in the various type of food have a significant
protective effect on tissue metabolism, in particular on
the brain. A new fool dietary polyphenol database is
available [153]. Blueberries have the highest contents of
polyphenols and have robust antioxidative benefits pro-
tecting mitochondrial function, and slowing the neuro-
degenerative process in PD [154] and AD inhibiting
amyloid-β aggregation.

Resveratrol
A moderate intake of red wine (one glass per meal) rep-
resents one component of the beneficial effect ofMedDiet
due to resveratrol content [155,156] reducing the risk of
dementia including AD [157]. Modest alcohol consump-
tion (≤12.5 g/day) reduced the risk of dementia while
excessive drinking (≥38 g/day) elevated the risk. [158].
Numerous in vitro and in vivo experimental models
have shown that resveratrol reduced the amyloid for-
mation [117], enhanced clearance of β-amyloid peptides
[159,160], and exerted antioxidant properties [159]. The
effect of resveratrol on the prevention of AD is relevant;
however, if taken alone, may not be effective as single
therapy [157]. Witte et al. [161] found that supplemen-
tation of resveratrol improved memory performance in
association with improved glucose metabolism and the
increased hippocampal area in older adults.

The mechanism of action of polyphenols on the ame-
lioration of neurodegenerative diseases such as AD and
PD, it not fully explained, but it seems that they regulate
the aggregation and disaggregation of the amyloid
peptide, tau, alpha-synuclein, synphilin-1, [160].

Importantly, resveratrol improves mitochondrial func-
tion against inflammation by activating sirtuin 1
(SIRT1) and PGC-1α [162]. Furthermore, resveratrol
increases mitochondrial biogenesis and activity through
the adenosine monophosphate-activated protein kinase
(AMPK) and PGC-1α expression, [163]. The activation
of the AMPK and SIRT1 expression inhibits the NF-kB
inflammation pathways [164] showing a protective
effect against senescence in response to environmental
and pro-inflammatory stimuli [165,166]. Wang et al.
[167] found that resveratrol inhibits β-amyloid fibrils for-
mation reversing learning and memory disorders by the
regulation of neuronal inflammation and apoptosis.
Importantly, resveratrol is a modulator of estrogen recep-
tors, and an anti-inflammatory effect on rats astrocytes
and microglia was demonstrated [168]. This effect has
been comparing to 17β-estradiol action, and the anti-
NF-kB signal pathway may be one of the target mechan-
isms [168]. A cytoprotective action of resveratrol on
human neuroblastoma cells exposed to β-amyloid and
or β-amyloid-metal complex was also observed [169].
The activity of resveratrol mimics the effect of calorie
restriction, increasing the levels and activity of SIRT1
(silent information regulator 2/sirtuin-1) that plays a cen-
tral role in the body’s response to diet and exercise [170].

Olive oil
The potential effect of olive oil to counteract neurological
diseases has been extensively investigated in an animal
model and humans. In mice, the administration of oleo-
canthal extracted from extra-virgin olive oil to C57BL/6
wild-type mice enhanced the β-amyloid clearance from
the brain [125]. These experimental data support the
potential preventive effect of extra-virgin olive oil on
AD development by improving the β-amyloid clearance
from the brain [171], regulating the antioxidant system
with a beneficial effect on cognitive function [172]. It
seems that oleocanthal acts as a natural anti-inflamma-
tory compound strikingly similar to that of ibuprofen
sharing pharmacologic properties. Although structurally
dissimilar, both these molecules inhibit the same
cyclooxygenase enzymes in the prostaglandin-biosyn-
thesis pathway [173]. Olive oil contains a high rate of
polyunsaturated omega-3 fatty acids, and almost more
than thirteen can inhibit β-amyloid and tau aggregation
and increasing their clearance by the brain, reducing the
risk of AD [171]. In mice, long-term consumption of
extra virgin olive oil contained in the diet, starting at
an early age, provides a protective effect against the
AD and its related disorder CAA [174]. The olive oil
polyphenols have a beneficial effect reducing the inci-
dence of chronic diseases such as cancer, cardiovascular,
metabolic, and neurodegenerative diseases [175].
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However, despite the positive effects of oleocanthal as
a robust anti-inflammatory agent useful in neurodegen-
erative prevention, alone as a single therapeutic measure
awaits validation from future studies [176]. More inter-
vention studies need to be undertaken with longer
study durations and larger sample sizes. It may prove
fruitful to examine the effects of different doses as well
as impact in other dementia subtypes [108].

Fruit and vegetables
Antioxidants, carotenes contained in fruits and veg-
etables have an anti-inflammatory effect and an
enhanced immune cell response [177,178]. A diet rich
in protein, fruits, and vegetables, together with moderate
wine consumption would help to normalize the blood
sugar giving protection against the development of
ALS [179]. Higher intakes of fruits and vegetables led
to both a reduction in pro-inflammatory mediators
and an enhanced immune cell profile [177]. Higher
legume and fish intake were associated with the larger
cortical thickness [180].

Insulin signaling and calorie restriction (CR) effect

Hypercaloric diet with a high glycemic load had a nega-
tive in patients cognitively normal associated with a
higher amyloid deposit in the brain [181]. A higher
carbohydrates intake were significantly associated with
the risk of ALS [25] and with higher amyloid deposition
in the brain [181]. Reduction of calorie intake has a ben-
eficial effect on health extending lifespan and exerting
neuroprotection [182]. The long-term CR significantly
reduced the cerebral amyloid deposition in a mouse
model [183]. CR reduced age-related changes in the hip-
pocampal neurons [184] and in the female mice reduced
the gene expression of amyloid degeneration showing
neuroprotective effects through an epigenetic mechan-
ism [183]. Otherwise, Brownlow et al. [185] found no
effect of the CR diet in mice on differences in the acti-
vation of astrocytes and microglia and no effect on
spatial memory.

In obese patients, weight loss following a hypocaloric
diet improved cardiometabolic and inflammatory risk
factors [186]; but the long-term effect of a low-carbo-
hydrate diet could be detrimental on endothelial function
[187]. The impact of hypoenergy low-carbohydrate diet is
the causal factor to improve plasma glucose level and
insulin activity that, when abnormal, is harmful to brain
health. The disruption of brain insulin signaling promotes
the development and progression of AD [188], the
reduction in hippocampal function and memory [189],
in neuron activity, in synaptogenesis [190], favoring AD
progression [191]. Insulin resistance favorites

inflammation mitochondrial impairment play an essen-
tial role in neurodegenerative diseases [192,193]. The
improved insulin activity exerts a crucial role against neu-
rotoxicity, enhancing the dopamine action and up-regu-
lating neurotrophic factors [194] while high-calorie
diets may predispose to the neurodegenerative process
age-related, particularly in persons with a genetic predis-
position to such disorders [195]. Insulin signaling is very
active in neurons, and glial function, and insulin resist-
ance at brain level is involved in cognitive impairment
and neuropathological abnormalities as observed in
type-2 diabetes and obesity [196]. In humans, insulin
resistance favorites the amyloid deposition in the brain
zone affected by AD [197], and a correlation between
type-2 diabetes and AD has been demonstrated [198–
200]. The protein-tau is responsible for the insulin
resistance in AD [201], and the hyperphosphorylated
tau-bearing neurons is a causative factor for the insulin
resistance [202]. In patients with metabolic syndrome,
PET neuroimaging investigation showed an accelerated
β-amyloid deposition in the brain [203]. Insulin signaling
regulates phosphorylation of tau-protein, neuroinflam-
mation, that are determinant components of AD [204].
An interaction between the genetic factor and insulin
resistance has been found and provide evidence for
new regulatory mechanisms that link type-2 diabetes
and Alzheimer pathology [205].

Mechanistically, the hypocaloric diet leads to acti-
vation of SIRT1 and suppression of mTOR and S6K1
activation evidencing that this pathway may be involved
in the neuroprotective effect of CR as observed in mice
genetically modified (C57BL/6) [206]. The insulin/
IGF1/PI3K/Akt signaling is involved in neurodegenera-
tive disease as PD and AD [207]. PI3K/AKT pathway
plays neuroprotection inhibiting apoptosis via the
enhancing expression of the SODs. This pathway
appears to be crucial in the AD because it is related to
the protein-tau hyper-phosphorylation. Dietary inter-
vention may provide a novel therapeutic approach to
brain disorders by modulating the function of the
PI3K/Akt pathway. The SODs and PI3K/Akt pathway
play a significant role in the neuroprotective signaling
against AD and PD[208]. The dysregulation of AMPK
(a nutrient sensor) signaling in motor neurons is an
early event in the pathogenesis of ALS, and an alteration
in energy metabolism is considered a critical factor in the
progression of ALS [209].

Ketogenic diet and brain function

The ketogenic dietary intervention consits in the
reduction to a minimum carbohydrates intake (10% of
daily calories), of associated to a very high-fat amount
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(90% of total calorie intake) causing the ketones body
formation [210] that can be detectable in the urine
[211]. An average or high protein intake does not inter-
act with ketones body formation [212]. The ketogenic
diet is effective in improving the control of resistant epi-
lepsy [213,214], and motor control [215]. Taylor et al.
[216]found that the ketogenic diet in a small group of
ten patients with AD, the cognitive scale (Alzheimer’s
Disease Assessment Scale) improved significantly. Keto-
genic diet mitigates the neurodegeneration and enhances
memory function. Ketone bodies are associated with glu-
cose restriction have a protective effect on hippocampus
contributing to seizure control and affecting DNA
methylation [217]. Furthermore, it improves the electri-
cal control of neurons [218], decreased apoptosis, and
inflammation [219]. However, the ketogenic diet has a
tremendous clinical limitation due to the side effect of
fat intake.

Carbohydrate restriction associated with increased
ingestion of medium-chain triglyceride induces a high
ketone bodies formation, which improved brain func-
tion and memory in cognitive impairment and AD
[220]. Neurocognitive function was enhanced by keto-
sis in a brief time after starting the ketogenic diet
[221] and was associated with increased activity of
the area of the hippocampus that mediates learning
and semantic items. The metabolism of ketone bodies
is energetically more efficient than glucose and protect
neurons from oxidative glutamate toxicity [222],
increasing mitochondrial energy generation [219,223],
exerting an anti-hypoxia [224], and anti-inflammatory
effect [219].

In rats, Wang et al. [225] found that the ketogenic diet
had a neuroprotective function activating autophagy
mediated by a reduction of mitochondrial cytochrome
c release. The mechanism underlying the ketogenic diet
appeared to be associated with the medium-chain trigly-
ceride metabolism that directly inhibits AMPA receptors
(glutamate receptors) and change the cell energetics
through mitochondrial biogenesis [226]. Then, med-
ium-chain fatty acids rather than ketones are likely
involved in epilepsy and neuroprotection and in, and
finding application in neurodegenerative diseases.
Importantly, ketone bodies might mediate the neuropro-
tective effects as a mechanism similar to that observed
after calorie restriction diet, underling that the mechan-
isms are similar, specifically at the mitochondrial level
[219]. Furthermore, a high-fat diet alters the function
of hippocampal astrocytes and glutamate transporters
in mice activating the pathogenesis of metabolic brain
disorders [227]. The mechanism of the beneficial action
of a ketogenic diet on the brain remains to be elucidated.
It should be investigated if, in ketogenic diet, are more

effective the high ketone bodies or the low plasma level
of insulin.

The gut-brain axis

Various microbial entities coexist in animal and human
gastrointestinal trac, such as bacteria, fungi, and viruses
which are globally called as gut ‘microbiota’ [228]. The
hypothesis that gut microbiota can generate a signal
that affects brain development and function and mental
health is of increasing evidence [229]. Vice versa, brain
disorders can negatively interfere on gut microbiota gen-
erating the ‘gut brain-axis’, involved in the progression of
the neurodegenerative diseases [230]. Themost abundant
gut germs respectively are: Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes,
Actinobacteria, Proteobacteria, and Verrucomicrobia,
and the profile changes in many pathological conditions
such as metabolic syndrome [231], neurodegenerative
disease AD and PD [232], and irritable bowel syndrome
[233]. Gut microbiota regulates the neuroinflammation
process and alteration in its composition causes a strong
alteration in autoimmune and inflammatory responses
[234], and favoring the amyloid-β deposition in AD
[235–237], and motor dysfunction in PD [236]. In mice
model with MS, the regulation of gut dysbiosis reduced
motor neuron dysfunction and axonal damage that
were reversed after microbiota recolonization [238]. It
seem that microbiota interact with the immune system
activating CD4(+)CD39(+) T cells and CD5(+)CD1d(+)
B cells [238] in the brain. Restoring a physiologic gut
microbiota in AD patients the cognition improved
[239,240] and oxidative stress in the brain decreased sig-
nificantly activating SIRT-1 pathway [241]. A treatment
with large-spectrum antibiotics reduced amyloid-β depo-
sition improving neurological signs in AD mice model
[242]. These studies demonstrated that the type of micro-
organism developed in the gut may activate or sustain the
chronic disease.

An excessive presence of Firmicutes respect the Bacter-
oidetes has been considered responsible of an increased
inflammatory condition in the gut and correlated with
severe amyloid expression [243]. Short-chain fatty acids
are reduced in the gut of PD patients and has been impli-
cated in pathogenesis of PD [244]. Short-chain fatty acids
are produced by bacterial fermentation, particularly by
Lachnospiraceae, and have an antinflammatory effect;
their depletion may activate microglial cell in the brain
[236]. However, the reduction of short-chain fatty acids,
is commonly observed in various illness [245], suggesting
that this deficiency could be the consequence rather than
the specific cause of the disease.

The gastrointestinal tract is connected to the brain
through the lymphatic system [246] and another
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important way of communication is represented by the
vagal afferent fibers [247] activated by hormones
secreted by gut cells such as serotonin, cholecystokinin,
peptide YY, glucagon-like peptide-1, gherelin and oxito-
cyn. Bravo et al. [248] showed that chronic treatment
with Lactobacillus rhamnosus reduced GABA mRNA
in the brain via vagus nerve in the prefrontal cortex
and amygdala. Despite the abundance of studies con-
ducted on animal model, only a few conducted in
human subjects are available. Hill-Burns, et al. [249] in
a study conducted on 197 patients with PD found a sig-
nificant alteration in gut microbiota. In in elderly
patients with AD, Haran et al. [250] showed that the
gut microbiota was characterized prevalently by bacteria
with the ability to produce proinflammatory substances
such as butyrate, and taxa. An abundant presence of Lac-
tobacillaceae, Barnesiellaceae and Enterococcacea were
found in PD patients [251]. Keshavarzian, et al. [252]
showed in sigmoid mucosal biopsies collected from 38
PD patients that genes involved in lipopolysaccharide
biosynthesis and type III bacterial secretion systems
were significantly higher.

However, diet represent the most important influen-
cer of the microbiota composition throughout the life
[253,254]. The western diet with restricted carbohydrates
intake is responsible of a reduced production of gut
microbiota and of short-chain fatty acids [255]. The vari-
ations in the diet induce alterations in gut microbiota in a
short time [256]. Changes in macronutrients ingestion
represent an important physiological regulator of the
gut microbiota and also of the expression of genes and
proteins [257].

In conclusion, alterations in gut microbiota are
responsible of an inflammatory state in the bowel and
increase cytokines production that exacerbate the neuro-
degenerative process in brain. A healthy dietary strategy
characterize by macronutrients equilibrium may
improve neurocognition and reduce the progression of
the diseases. However, the alteration of gut microbiota
may be a consequence of malnutrition rather than the
primary cause.

Effect of dietary composition

The effect of macronutrients of the diet exerts a powerful
impact of longevity compared to CR, when compared to
a low-protein high-carbohydrates diet [258]. The nutri-
ent-sensing pathways causing/linking longevity include
SIRT1, the mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR),
AMPK, insulin/IGF1, and FGF21 (fibroblast growth
factor 21) [259,260]. However, diet induces complex
metabolic changes and it has been debated if longevity
is a consequence of CR intervention or dependent on

the reduction of one macronutrient, [261]. In particular
has been demonstrated that dietary protein intake has
the most substantial impact on food intake, such as
low protein diet that could lead to increased food intake
and vice-versa; this phenomenon has termed ‘protein
leverage’ [262].

High protein diet and ketogenic diet seem to be effec-
tive in increasing the IGF-1 plasma level and stimulating
the IGF-1 receptor expression in the brain [263]. Circu-
lating IGF-1 level has a protective effect on the brain and
mediates the formation of new neurons in the adult hip-
pocampus [264] has a neuroprotective effect [265]. So
that favoring lower insulin and higher IGF-1 plasma
level has a protective effect on the neuron, and a low
carbohydrate-high protein diet seems to support this
hormonal attitude. A high-fat diet predisposes to neuroi-
nflammation in central and peripheral nervous systems
and AD.

Future perspectives

Nutrition plays a protective effect on neuron integrity
through the interaction of various components such as
the quality of diet, the calorie intake, and the impact
on insulin secretion. Insulin resistance is detrimental to
neuron function, due to its activation of pro-inflamma-
tory cytokines secretion. Clinical studies, with the
attempt to evaluate the effect of the nutrition on neuro-
degenerative diseases, should take into account also of
calorie ingestion and insulin sensitivity, as an essential
marker of cellular function, and body weight change.
Nutritional restriction, but also energy expenditure, is
an important determinant factor in the evolution of neu-
rodegenerative diseases [266]. Regulation of gut micro-
biota is important in the control of neurodegenerative
diseases and in perspective, the hypothesis of fecal trans-
plantation of selected microbiota in the treatment of
neurodegenerative disease may be considered as a
novel therapeutic strategy.

Specific cause-effect relationship on large populations
in long term studies to evaluate the correlation between
nutrition and disease progression are still lacking.

Conclusion

Nutrition represents an important strategy to prevent
the neuronal and cognitive decline in neurodegenerative
diseases (Figure 2). MeDiet reduces AD and PD pro-
gression due to the high intake of polyphenols and
reduced calorie ingestion. Cognitive deterioration
seems more correlated with the improvement of insulin
action in the brain. A high-glycemic diet correlated with
a higher incidence of the AD. A low carbohydrate-high
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protein diet supports this hormonal attitude while a
high-fat diet predisposes to neuroinflammation in cen-
tral and peripheral nervous systems. Undernutrition has
a deleterious effect on the evolution and mortality of
neurodegenerative diseases, and patients with low BMI
have a higher risks.

The administration of polyunsaturated fatty acids,
either alone or in combination, had no significant
effects on cognitive decline. high-dose B vitamin sup-
plementation seemed beneficial in patients with cogni-
tive dysfunction. Dietary supplementation with protein
showed a positive effect on cognitive function.

The clinical effects of nutrition on neurodegenerative
diseases should be evaluated including energy andmacro-
nutrients intake and plasma insulin and IGF-1level.
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